ABSTRACT Orbital angular momentum (OAM) has attracted considerable attention as a novel solution for wireless communications because its orthogonal modes significantly increase the channel capacity without an additional frequency band. The joint multiplexing between OAM technologies and other modulation techniques has not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, we first proposed the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing-orbital angular momentum (OFDM-OAM) multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system. The proposed OFDM-OAM MIMO based on the discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) operations achieves a very high sum-rate and spectrum efficiency (SE). However, the expensive hardware and software overheads for transmitting and receiving OAM waves lead to an unexpected cost for the OFDM-OAM MIMO scheme. A time-switched OFDM-OAM (TOO) MIMO is then proposed to reduce the computational complexity, and the procedure of OAM generations and recoveries has also explicitly been derived. The mathematical derivation shows that the proposed TOO MIMO system based on a simple switching sequence is suitable for small-scale and low-cost wireless broadband communications, and the simulation results demonstrate that the TOO MIMO scheme achieves a considerable SE and much less computational complexity than the OFDM-OAM MIMO scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), as one of the fundamental techniques for the fifth generation of mobile wireless communication systems, refers to the case in which unlimited numbers of antennas are integrated within a base station (BS) [1] . With the implementation of massive MIMO techniques, substantial capacity is provided by fully utilizing the spatial degrees of freedom. However, many practical challenges need to be solved in massive MIMO communications, for instance, high hardware integration in BSs and high-complexity baseband processing in transmitters. Also, the 3D (three-dimensional) massive MIMO technique has been proposed to exploit an additional degree of freedom (in the vertical plane) due to the realistic 3D radio propagation
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environment [2] , [3] . Multiple users in different vertical directions at the same horizontal directions can be distinguished in 3D massive MIMO communication systems, and extra flexibility in interference management can be obtained. The interference could be significantly decreased rather than entirely eliminated by using these MIMO techniques; therefore, maximizing the channel capacity of MIMO systems is a crucial issue in wireless transmissions.
Compared with the degrees of freedom offered by conventional MIMO systems in the temporal, frequency and spatial dimensions, orbital angular momentum (OAM) or radio vortex technology exploits a brand-new dimension, i.e., the mode division multiplexing MIMO (MDM-MIMO) for lineof-sight (LOS) wireless communications, where the capacity can be maximized in a LOS scenario due to the characteristic of orthogonality between different integer modes, and only the integer modes are suitable for propagations, which are the eigenmodes [4] - [10] . Therefore, the OAM techniques can be widely applied to information exchanges in the data center, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) air-to-ground communications, and wireless backhaul communications due to the superiority in LOS communications.
It is well known that the multiplexing of OAM waves with different eigenmodes can achieve high capacity and spectrum efficiency (SE). In optical communications, the researchers have obtained outstanding achievements in recent years [11] - [15] . Besides, considerable attention has been focused on OAM wireless communications [16] - [24] . The OAM technology was first applied to wireless communication at low frequency (≤ 1GHz) in [16] , and then the first OAM experimental research was conducted to prove the feasibility of OAM-based wireless communication [17] . In [20] - [24] , the researchers theoretically analyze the feasibility of OAM wireless communications. The researchers of [25] proposed radio vortex-multiple-input multiple-output communication (RV-MIMO) systems, which can achieve a very high capacity gain over the conventional MIMO systems in free space. Considering an ideal LOS wireless transmission environment, the researchers in [26] proposed an OAM-embedded-massive MIMO (OEM) system that dramatically improves the spectrum efficiency (SE) in the millimeter wave band. Since OAM-carrying waves with different eigenmodes are mutually orthogonal in coaxial transmission scenarios, MDM techniques are capable of achieving high channel capacity without an additional frequency band in an OAM-MDM communication experiment at a frequency of 10 GHz [27] . In [28] , an OAM-based millimeter wave communication system with high-capacity and low-complexity was proposed, which is suitable for short-range backhaul links and data center with large bandwidth. Then, an OAM spatial modulation (OAM-SM) system was introduced in [29] , which is suitable for long-range communications due to its strong robustness against transmission attenuations. Considering a misalignment case, the work in [30] shown that a suitable beam steering vector could be designed to address the problems in both non-parallel and off-axis cases. The researchers in [31] demonstrated that the channel capacity of OAM-based MIMO communication systems could be enhanced by employing a more significant number of antenna elements in the receiver than in the transmitter. Besides, an adaptive mode modulation (AMM) scheme with Huffman coding was proposed in [32] to improve significantly the SE of the OAM-based communication systems.
However, in the recent researches on OAM wireless communications, the joint multiplexing between OAM techniques and other modulation techniques such as spatial modulation, polarization modulation and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) are barely considered. Thus, the assessment for system performance of the joint multiplexing technology would be an important issue.
The OFDM techniques for treating frequency-selective fading can perfectly multiplex with the OAM technologies; furthermore, both OFDM and OAM can be realized in the baseband by spatial-domain and time-domain IDFT operators. The authors in [33] proposed a 2-D FFT-based OAM-OFDM transceiver with low computational complexity for wireless communications. Based on the research in [33] , we detailly derived the channel model of the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing-orbital angular momentum (OFDM-OAM) system, and then proposed a time-switched OFDM-OAM (TOO) MIMO system continued by analyzing the SE of the TOO MIMO system. The simulation results indicate that the SE of the proposed TOO MIMO communication system encounters a performance loss in short range. For a normal far field communication distance, fortunately, the TOO MIMO system achieves a significant performance over both the OFDM-OAM MIMO and the conventional MIMO systems with the increase of transmission distance. Besides, the proposed OFDM-OAM transmitter/receiver based on radio frequency (RF) switches considerably decreases the overhead in hardware.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the OFDM-OAM MIMO communication system and the TOO MIMO communication system. The specific mathematical analysis of channel capacity for TOO MIMO communication systems is derived in Section III. Then, the numerical results in Section IV evaluate the SE of the proposed TOO MIMO communication system compared with OFDM-OAM MIMO and the conventional MIMO communication systems. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The MDM-MIMO wireless communication system model is shown in Fig. 1 , where the transmit uniform circular arrays (UCAs) are equipped with N t antenna elements and the receive UCAs are equipped with N r antenna elements. The MDM-MIMO system has additional OAM eigenmodes for multiplexing transmission and demultiplexing receiving, which could be realized by a phase-shifter networking or DFT/IDFT operator. 
A. CONVENTIONAL MIMO
In a conventional LOS MIMO communication model, the complex channel gain between the n th transmitting VOLUME 7, 2019 antenna and the m th receiving antenna is given by
where η = βλ 4π is a constant corresponding to the attenuation, in which λ is the wavelength, k = 2π λ is the wavenumber, and d mn is the transmission distance from the n th transmitting element to the m th receiving element, which can be calculated as
where D is the distance between the transmit UCAs and the receive UCAs, θ mn = 2π
is the rotation angle between the m th receiving element and the n th transmitting element, and R t and R r are the radii of the transmit UCAs and the receive UCAs, respectively. Assuming that the mutual coupling between each antenna element can be neglected, the N r × N t MIMO channel matrix H can be expressed as 
All the entries of H ∈ C N r ×N t are nonzero as described in the above equation; therefore, the conventional LOS MIMO communication system will encounter a very high interchannel interference (ICI). To address this problem, some equalization algorithms need to be designed to cancel the ICI at the receiver, whereas in an ideal MDM-MIMO system, the ICI could be eliminated. Since the specific derivation of MDM-MIMO system has been given in [24] , [25] , [27] and [29] , it will not be covered in this paper.
B. OFDM-OAM MIMO
For a LOS MIMO system with N t -element UCAs at the transmitter and N r -element UCAs at the receiver, an OFDM-OAM transmitter could be implemented by a fully digital method in baseband, and the specific process can be divided into two stages, as follows:
original information symbols are modulated into M groups of OFDM signals by performing an M -point inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) in the frequency domain.
2) OAM EIGENMODE MODULATION
by performing an N t -point IDFT in the spatial domain, each group of the OFDM information symbols could be modulated into at most N t OAM signals with different eigenmodes.
The OFDM signal, which can be obtained by adding a subcarrier signal to the original signal, is given by
where s(t) is a conventional radio signal, f is frequency of the OFDM subcarrier. Similarly, the vortex signal combines OAM and electromagnetic waves, which can be obtained by adding a helical phase factor e jlϕ to a conventional electromagnetic wave signal. Electromagnetic wave fronts rotate around the directions of propagation in the given LOS MIMO system; therefore, the vortex signal is given by
where φ is the azimuth angle between transmit UCAs and receive UCAs, and l is the OAM eigenmode. From Eq. (4) and (5), the OFDM radio vortex with eigenmode l and frequency f can be generated by feeding each antenna element in the transmit UCAs with
where p l,f is the power allocation factor of the information symbol x l,f . The transmitter can generate multiple OFDM-OAM signals with different eigenmodes and subcarriers simultaneously in an OFDM-OAM MIMO system; therefore, the total excitation on the n th transmitter element becomes the linear superposition of the current that is fed for each independent eigenmode and subcarrier. Thus, the total excitation in the OFDM-OAM MIMO system becomes
.. , 0, 1, ... , N t 2 − 1 is the set of OAM eigenmodes, and F = {f 0 , f 1 , ... , f M −1 } is the set of OFDM subcarriers. Thus, the matrix form of the transmitted symbols would be described as
where
are the Mpoint and N t -point IDFT matrixes, respectively. Note that (·) H denotes the conjugate transpose operation, and the [m, n]th entry of an N -point DFT matrix F N satisfies
The transmission signals can be recovered by performing an N r -point DFT for OAM mode demodulation and an additional M -point DFT for OFDM demodulation, and these baseband IDFT/DFT processing procedures are realized by performing FFT algorithms in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or digital signal processor (DSP). Thus, the outputs of the receiver array corresponding to eigenmode l r and subcarrier f r are given by
where b l r ,f r is the received information symbol. Thus, the output matrix is defined as
with b = Ha + n (12) where r∈ N r ×M is the received signal matrix, additive white noise matrix n∈ N r ×M satisfies E nn H = σ 2 n I N r , and H ∈ N r ×N t is the free-space LOS MIMO channel matrix. According to (8) , (12) and (13) above, we have
is the OAM channel. For m th OFDM subcarrier, the N r × 1 demodulated OFDM-OAM signal vector is given by
where H (m) is the OAM frequency-domain channel.
C. TIME-SWITCHED OFDM-OAM (TOO) MIMO
It is clear that the number of OAM eigenmodes depend on the number of antenna elements at the transmitter; thus, the computational complexity of modulation/demodulation of OFDM and OAM could be extraordinary high when the sets of L and F take large value. In UCAs-based transmitter, the binary switches can replace the phase shift units; therefore, the phase differences of OAM wavefront can be generated by feeding the same information symbols to UCAs where only one antenna element is active in each time slot.
Also, the authors in [34] have proposed a time-variant MIMO receiver which proves the feasibility of spatial multiplexing based on switches.
As shown in Fig. 2 , we employ time-switched uniform circular arrays (TS-UCAs) in the transmitter to generate multiple OAM eigenmodes with different carrier frequencies simultaneously to reduce the complexity of baseband processing. Moreover, the examples of 4-element time-switched patterns for single and numerous RF chains are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), where both the time and antenna resources are divided into N t = 4 resource blocks. For the i th (1 ≤ l ≤ N t ) time slot, a n (1 ≤ n ≤ N t ) indicates the n th antenna element, and t s = t n off − t n on denotes the duration of n th antenna switch-ON corresponding to the i th time slot where t n on and t n off are the time of antenna-ON and the time of antenna-OFF, respectively. For a single data stream, in Fig. 3 (a) , only one antenna element is switch-ON in each time slot. And in this case, only one RF chain is needed for transmission. In Fig. 3 (b) , all the antenna elements are switch-ON to transmit multiple data streams independently in each time slot, where a total of 4 RF chains are required (the conventional multi-user MIMO systems). Compared with the OFDM-OAM MIMO system which is implemented by IDFT operations at baseband, moreover, the TOO scheme can significantly reduce the hardware overhead in OAM/OFDM modulation by using RF switches.
1) GENERATION OF THE VORTEX SIGNAL
We consider an N t -element UCAs with radius R; thus, the steering vector a N (φ) can be described as 
where φ n (ψ, ϕ) denotes the skewing between the n th element and the reference element, and ψ and ϕ are the elevation angle and the azimuth angle in the transmitter, respectively. TS-UCAs employ simple RF switches to feed the antenna elements. A suitable time-switched sequence can be designed to offer a corresponding phase difference for each component, replacing many of the expensive phase shift units. Hence, for m th data stream, the output of the TS-UCAs can be modeled as
where s n (m)e j2πft is the m th conventional radio signal corresponding to frequency f at the n th antenna element, λ is the wavelength, and I n (t) is the time-switched sequence, which can be written as
where k is an integer and T s is the period of total N t switching sequences. The Fourier expansion of I n (t) is given by
with
Ts dt (22) where l denotes the order of the Fourier series (it also means the eigenmode of the OAM beam in this paper), and its Fourier expansion corresponding the l th harmonic coefficient is driven by
Thus, the output signal has the new expression
πl is the amplitude of the l th harmonic signal, n = π τ n off + τ n on is the phase difference between the n th element and original element,
is the TS-UCAs modulation frequency, τ n on = t n on T s and τ n off = t n off T s are the duty cycles of the n th antenna-ON and n th antenna-OFF, respectively. We can observe that the phase factor n is added to n th element, and the progressive phase superpositions lead a skewing of 2π l during a whole time-switched sequence. From the Eq. (24), we can observe that the switching will leads to an unlimited expansion of the bandwidth. Specifically, unlimited harmonic signals corresponding to frequency f + lf s and mode l will be generated in theory. Fortunately, based on UCAs, only the OAM modes which satisfy |l| ≤ N t 2 can be generated or received due to discrete sampling [30] . According to Eq. (25), the high order harmonic coefficients will be very small when τ n off − τ n on is fixed, and the value of τ n off − τ n on , the duty ratio of each antenna element switch-ON, depends on the number of antenna elements at transmitter. Also, the digital filter may be an appropriate solution for bandwidth expansion. It can be observed that the duty ratio of amplitudes of the high order harmonic frequencies increases with an increase of N t . Thus, the effect of bandwidth expansions is more evident with the N t increasing. For an 8-element transmitter, the OFDM-OAM modulation by switches will lead an eightfold frequency expansion at least. Since there is a trade-off between the hardware simplicity and bandwidth expansion, an optimum TOO transmitter need be designed in practice. Fortunately, in a given UCA transmitter, the low order OAM signals are more suitable for transmission due to the divergence of OAM beams. Thus, a UCA with fewer elements can be used in the scheme of TOO to avoid the additional frequency expansion. For multiple different data streams, different encoding schemes such as Phase Shift Keying (PSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) can be employed to reduce the consumption of the spectrum resources.
In the case of coaxial transmission, e jφ n (ψ,ϕ) = 1 due to ψ = 0. For effective generated OAM modes and the m th data stream, thus, the matrix form of the transmitted symbols at time-switched UCAs is given by
where M TX time is time-switched modulation matrix,
We consider an eight-antenna transmitting UCAs with the radius of r = 0.5λ, where a simple time-switched sequence sequentially activates each element. Note that the time of switch-ON of the first antenna element could be any time in T s . Fig. 5 shows the amplitude and phase profiles of TSUCAs. It can be observed that a null area emerges in the radial direction of the amplitude profile and largens with the increase of the value of OAM eigenmode, and a progressive, uniform phase rotates with the value of 2π l N t in the boresight direction of the phase profile. 
2) RECEPTION AND DEMODULATION OF THE VORTEX SIGNAL
According to the description of the generation of OFDM-OAM signal in the previous subsection, the received signal corresponding to the effective receiving OAM modes is given by
where y ∈ N r ×1 is the vector of received signal and w ∈ N r ×1 is the additive white noise vector satisfying E{ww H } = σ 2 n I N r . In the receiver, the same TS-UCAs is employed to demodulate the OFDM-OAM signal. Thus, the output vector in recive TS-UCAs is defined as 
where (30) Note that the LOS MIMO channel matrix H is a circulant matrix when both the transmit UCAs and the receive UCAs are placed parallel and coaxial at a distance of D (in a perfect alignment case) and are equipped with the same number of antenna elements. In this case, the distance d mn only depends on the rotation angle in Eq. (2), and the number of transmitting and receiving elements satisfy N r = N t = N . Thus, the circulant matrix H can be diagonalized by N -point DFT matrix F N ∈ N ×N . For a general case of coaxial transmission, the case of misalignment is greatly investigated in [30] , where the distance d mn between an arbitrary transmitting element and arbitrary receiving element has the new form The orthogonality among mutual eigenmodes was proven in [4] - [6] , and this intermode interference can be completely eliminated by adopting an OAM receiver. In this paper, thus, We also need to analyze the degradation of the proposed TOO MIMO system induced by an oblique angle in the case of unperfect alignment.
D. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
The OFDM-OAM transceiver based on baseband preprocessing, proposed by the authors of [33] , performs the OFDM and OAM modulations at baseband. However, the OFDM and OAM modulations are processed at RF in the proposed TOO MIMO system, where only a switch sequence for each link needs to be designed. Moreover, the proposed TOO MIMO scheme can further reduce the computational complexity of OFDM-OAM modulation. The comparison of computational complexity is given in Table. 1. 
III. CAPACITY ANALYSIS
According to the definition of the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes [35] , the expression of LG beams is given by
and
. p is the radial index; w l and z R = π w 2 l λ are the beam waist with OAM mode l and the Rayleigh distance, respectively; r is the size of the OAM beam; φ is the azimuth angle in Eq. (5); and z is the transmission distance.
is the generalized Laguerre polynomial. In addition, the intensity distribution is normalized such that u lp (r, φ, z) rdrdϕ = 1. From this expression, the size of the LG mode (which refers to the radius of the maximum beam intensity) can be calculated by solving the partial differential equation
From the above equation, we observe that this quantity r (u max ) is not suitable for deriving the angular spread of the OAM beam due to zero value for the l = 0 mode. Rather than the size of the LG mode, the divergence of an OAM beam depends on the standard deviation of its spatial distribution r rms [36] .
Both r rms and r (u max ) mentioned previously can describe the position of the maximum OAM beam intensity in the direction of propagation, particularly a large eigenmode |l|. According to Eq. (33) and Eq. (34), in an arbitrarily given plane, we can observe that the size of the OAM beam increases with the increase in the value of eigenmode |l| along the propagation direction. Thus, the free-space transmission gain of the higher-order eigenmode for an OAM subchannel is less than the gain of the lower-order eigenmode for an OAM subchannel in the same MDM communication system, and the capability for information transmission of OAM subchannels with different values needs to be analyzed independently.
As described in the previous section, the no inter-mode interference information transmission is the superposition of multiple OAM signals carried by different eigenmodes. To expound the procedure of independent eigenmode transmission, the received signal y(l) with mode l can be written as [30] According to the definition of h N eff (l) in Eq. (35), the channel capacity of the signal eigenmode can be given as C N (l) = log 2 
bits/Hz, where p l is the transmit power allocated to the l-mode OAM signal, and σ 2 n is the received noise variance. For simplicity, in this paper, we only focus on the case of a single link transmission where there is no inter-symbol interference. Thus, the total capacity of MDM-MIMO, OFDM-OAM MIMO, and TOO MIMO communication systems can be simplified as Obtain h m eff−TSA (l i ) using Eqs. (30) and (35);
Obtain C m TSA using Eq. (36) ; 13 m = m + 1; 14 end 15 Obtain the capacity for OFDM-OAM MIMO based on TS-UCAs scheme distance are compared and analyzed. On the other hand, the channel capacities of TOO MIMO, OFDM-OAM MIMO and conventional MIMO communication systems concerning transmission distance, oblique angle, antenna spacings and SNR are considered and compared. The average energy allocation is considered for each transmitted OAM/MIMO beam to simplify the simulations. And equal numbers of antenna elements in transmitting UCAs and receive UCAs are considered. The default simulation parameters are configured as follows: λ is the wavelength, and the original antenna spacing ξ of the transmit/receive UCAs is configured as 0.5λ. The transmission SNR and transmission distance are configured as 20 dB and 30λ, respectively. The OAM states of the transmitted OAM waves are equal to the number of transmit antennas, i.e., when a 4 × 4 transmission array is configured, the OAM states are l 1 = −2, l 2 = −1, l 3 = 0, l 4 = 1. Note that the SE of the OFDM-OAM MIMO system is equal to the SE of the MDM-MIMO system; however, the total sum-rate of the OFDM-OAM MIMO system is M times of the total sum-rate of the MDM-MIMO system due to the multiplexing of M subcarriers. The free-space transmission gains |h ii | 2 of a vortex electromagnetic wave based on an 8 × 8 TOO MIMO system with respect to the transmission distance is evaluated in Fig. 6 . In this case, |h ii | 2 denotes the propagation gain between the i th transmitting element and the i th receiving element in the conventional MIMO communication system and the propagation gain of an OAM subchannel with l=i TOO MIMO communication system. Note that the OAM eigenmode l=0 is actually the plane electromagnetic wave. Figs. 6 (a) and (b) respectively describe the transmission gains of OAM subchannels and the transmission gains of OAM normalization subchannels. As shown in Fig. 6 (a) , the transmission gains decrease with increasing transmission distance, satisfying attenuation factor 4π D λ 2|l i |+2 in farfield [37] - [39] . Moreover, the high-order OAM wave showed a lower transmission gain than the low-order OAM wave due to the more obvious divergence of the OAM wave with a larger OAM eigenmode. As shown in Fig. 6 (b) , the transmission gain of plane wave (OAM eigenmode l= 0) in the normalization channel showed an identical value due to eliminating the amplitude factor βλ 4πd ii ; however, the transmission gains of OAM waves still decrease with increasing transmission distance in the normalization channel, similar to the transmission gains in Fig. 6 (a) . For a given aperture receiving UCA and transmission distance, the high-order vortex signals are more difficult to receive than the low-order vortex signals due to the characteristic of divergence. As shown in Fig. 8 , in the 4×4 configuration, the capacities of TOO MIMO, OFDM-OAM MIMO, and conventional MIMO systems decrease with increasing transmission distance. When antenna spacing ξ is fixed, the proposed TOO MIMO system is less than and then larger than OFDM-OAM MIMO and conventional MIMO systems with the increase of transmission distance. When transmission distance d is fixed, the capacities of TOO MIMO, OFDM-OAM MIMO, and conventional MIMO systems increase with the increasing antenna spacing. When consider an 8 × 8 configuration, the Rayleigh distance z R = 2(2R t ) 2 λ
[27] increase with the increase of the number of antenna elements N t or antenna spacing ξ . Moreover, the curves of performance comparison of the 8 × 8 configuration are similar to the curves of the 4 × 4 configuration. The system performance is relatively low in a short distance due to the energy ring of OAM waves converging with the increase of the number of antenna elements and the antenna spacing. of D = 30λ, the capabilities of all the three systems increase with the increasing SNR. Moreover, the performance of the TOO MIMO system is more significant than the performance of the OFDM-OAM MIMO and the conventional MIMO systems only when SNR ≤ 14dB and SNR ≤ 11.4dB, respectively. When the transmission distance is configured as D = 300λ, the curve of capacity concerning SNR steel keeps a positive slope. Also, the performance of the TOO MIMO system surpasses both the OFDM-OAM MIMO and conventional MIMO system at all the range of SNR. Fig. 10 illustrates the capacity of subchannels for OAM eigenmodes l = 1, 2, and 3 concerning the oblique angle. For observation, a 16 × 16 configuration is considered. When the transmission distance is fixed, the capacity of the OAM subchannel increases with increasing number of antenna elements. It can be observed that the capacity of the OAM subchannel decreases periodically from its maximum at α = 0 to its minimum at α = π 2 and these local minima are caused by multiple phase cancellation in the receiver. In this case, the low-order eigenmodes in both TOO MIMO and OFDM-OAM MIMO are capable of strong ability in information transmission. Moreover, the proposed TOO MIMO system still has a considerable antijamming ability in the scenario of oblique angle receiving.
The complexity comparison of the addition and the multiplication of row-column FFT, 2-D FFT, and TSAs are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . We can observe that the reduction of both addition and multiplication of the proposed TSAs scheme is conspicuous due to the simple switching operations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the OFDM-OAM MIMO communication system is proposed and detailly derived. Moreover, the TOO MIMO communication system is then introduced to address the problem of extreme high hardware/software complexity in OFDM-OAM MIMO system, and the procedure of OAM generations and recoveries has explicitly been derived. The numerical results have shown that the TOO MIMO communication system encounters a nonnegligible performance loss in short distance due to the transmitting/receiving power coefficient matrix in TSAs. Fortunately, this performance of the TOO MIMO system approaches the optimal along with the increasing range, and the computational complexity of the proposed method is extremely low. Also, the feasibility of OAM wireless communication for short distances has been proven even in an unperfect alignment setting. For our future research, a more efficient time sequence need to be designed to improve the performance loss of the TOO MIMO system in short transmission. Besides, investigation of the solutions for the bandwidth expansion caused by switching and the exploration of the application scenarios of the TOO MIMO system will be the focus. XI LIAO received the B.S. degree in communication engineering from Hohai University, Nanjing, China, in 2011, and the Ph.D. degree in communication and information engineering from Harbin Engineering University, China, in 2015. In 2016, she joined the Department of Communication and Information Engineering, Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications, where she was appointed as a Lecturer, in 2016. Her current research interests include twisted radio waves and applications, antennas and radio propagation, and millimeter-wave wireless communications.
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